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Manual abstract:
This appliance is intended for use in domestic households and for the processing of foodstuffs in small quantities . Making sausages with natural or artificial
sausage skin, · Making shortbread biscuits This appliance is not intended for the processing of frozen foods or other hard foodstuffs, e. g. Bones or nuts, or for
use in commercial or industrial environments. Q Biscuit attachment with pattern strips w Stodger e Feed tray r Motor block t Meat grinder casing made of
metal y Transport screw u Spring i Cross blade o Coarse and fine cutting discs a Clamping ring s Sausage attachment d Sausage disc f Kubbe attachment
Ensure that the power cable does not become damaged. Protect the cable from heat and ensure that it cannot be trapped or clamped. Arrange for damaged
power cables and/or plugs to be replaced as soon as possible by a qualified specialist or by Customer Services. Use the appliance only in dry rooms, not
outdoors. Never immerse the motor in water or other liquids! If you do, you risk receiving a potentially fatal electric shock. Time (Continuous Operation)
details how long an appliance may be used without the motor overheating and being damaged.
When the given C. o. Time has lapsed, the appliance must be switched off until the motor has cooled itself down. Never use the appliance for purposes other
than those listed here. There will be a major risk of serious accidents should you try to neutralise the safety devices on the appliance! Never put your hand
into the openings of the appliance.
Do not insert any objects of any kind into the openings except for the appropriate stodger and the foodstuff to be processed. If you do, there will be a serious
risk of accidents! @@ Do not leave the appliance unsupervised when it is ready for use. @@ Use only original accessories for this appliance. Other
accessories may not meet the safety requirements. @@@@IMPORTANT: All accessories are coated with a thin film of oil to protect them from corrosion.
Therefore carefully clean all of the parts before using the appliance for the first time, as comprehensively described on chapter "8 Cleaning". After
subsequent usage, always apply a light coating of cooking oil to the metallic components. Place the transport screw y into the mincer casing t. Place the
spring u onto the transport screw y. Then place on the cross blade i so that the sharp side points away from the spring u. The cross blade i is very sharp! The
appliance will be damaged if the cross blade i is inserted the other way around! The cutting discs that are not required can be stored in the small
compartment on the appliance (Fig. Insert the selected cutting disc o into the meat grinder casing t, so that the indentations on the cutting disc o lie on the
fixing points in the meat grinder casing t. @@The assembled meat grinder t is connected to the motor block r by a bayonet connector: - Insert the meat
grinder casing t into the motor block r, such that the arrow on the feeding shaft lies against the symbol on the motor block r. - Lightly press the meat grinder
casing t in and at the same time turn the feeding shaft on the meat grinder casing t into the middle position (Fig. ) , so that the arrow on the feeding shaft lies
against the symbol .
When the meat grinder casing t engages, the locking button springs out. You can now pull the meat grinder casing t out. Disassemble any attachments that
might be fitted and clean the meat grinder casing t. The cross blade i with the spring u is not required for the Kubbe attachment f! If need be, remove them
both from the meat grinder casing t. Coat all metal parts with cooking oil. Insert both plastic parts of the Kubbe attachment f so that the indentations on the
Kubbe attachment f lie on the fixing points in the meat grinder casing t. @@Disassemble any attachments that might be fitted and clean the meat grinder
casing t. Disassemble any attachments that might be fitted and clean the meat grinder casing t. The cross blade i with the spring u is not required for the
sausage attachment s! If need be, remove them both from the meat grinder casing t. Coat all metal parts with cooking oil.
Take the sausage disc d from the small compartment on the top of the appliance (Fig. Position the sausage disc d so that the indentations in the sausage disc d
lie on the fixing points in the meat grinder casing t. Then place the sausage attachment s before the sausage disc d. @@If need be, remove them both from the
meat grinder casing t. Coat all metal parts with cooking oil.
@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@First unplug the appliance in all emergency situations! Otherwise one runs the risk of serious injury or loss of life!
@@@@ Then put the plug into the socket. Do not use the appliance for longer than 15 minutes continuously. @@@@This could lead to injury and also
damage the appliance. @@Do not ever press so hard that the motor gets audibly slower. This could overburden the machine under pressure and damage it.
@@ if the housing is opened , the warranty becomes void. @@Use pieces of meat that fit without problem into the feeding shaft. If needs be, cut the meat up
into smaller pieces. Check that the meat does not have any bones and or tendons. Minced meat is very prone to bacterial contamination. Therefore take care
to maintain good hygiene when processing meat. @@@@@@@@@@@@ To make sausage stuffing, add some chopped onions, spices and other
ingredients to the minced meat, as per your recipe, and knead the mixture well. Position the sausage skin (natural or artificial) on the sausage attachment s
and close the other end with a knot. For 1 kg of the filling, you will need approximately 1. When you have prepared a biscuit pastry according to your recipe,
and have fixed the biscuit attachment q: · When you have read all the instructions about the topic "biscuit attachment", you can take the appliance into use as
described under 6 a).
Line a small baking tray with greaseproof paper and place or hold it directly under the exit opening at the front of the appliance. Press pastry evenly into the
meat grinder casing t the transport screw y then pushes it through the design on the pattern strip of the biscuit attachment q. When the biscuit is the required
length, stop the appliance and break the pastry off at the exit opening. Soak the natural sausage skin in lukewarm water for about 3 hours before using it and
wring it out before fixing it. This will make the natural sausage skin more elastic. Natural sausage skins are available from butcher suppliers close to
slaughter houses or from your family butcher. The sausage mixture will be pressed through the sausage attachment s and into the sausage skin. When it is
long enough switch the appliance off, press the sausage together at the ends and rotate it a couple of times along its longitudinal axis. Sausage meat tends to
expand when cooked or frozen. Therefore, to prevent it from bursting it is best not to overstuff the sausage.
This enables you to transport the food which has become stuck a short way backwards, and the motor to run freely again.
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When the drive runs smoothly again, release the REV button. If you do not succeed in getting the drive free with this, clean the appliance as described in
chapter "8. cleaning". Should the motor suddenly stop, it could be due to automatic activation of the internal overload device.
This is intended to protect the motor. Switch the appliance off and allow it cool down for approximately 30 minutes before continuing to use it. Should this
time period not be sufficient, wait for a further 15 minutes. If it still does not function at the end of this period, this indicates a technical problem. in this case ,
contact the Service Centre.
If the power cable is damaged or the accessories are visibly damaged: · Immediately switch the appliance off by pressing the OFF button! If there is no risk to
personal safety, unplug the appliance. Arrange for the defective parts be repaired by Customer Services before re-using the appliance. Pull out the plug from
the socket, before cleaning the appliance. @@@@Dry the appliance well before re-using it. Never immerse the motor block in water or any other liquid!
@@@@Clean the accessories that could come in contact with foodstuffs, . - by hand only, the accessories are not dishwasher safe. - with hot water and a
household detergent suitable for use with foods. The cross blade is very sharp! Dry all parts thoroughly, before re-using the appliance. After every cleaning,
apply a light coating of cooking oil to all metallic components. The warranty for this appliance is for 3 years from the date of purchase.
The appliance has been manufactured with care and meticulously examined before delivery. Please retain your receipt as proof of purchase. In the event of a
warranty claim, please make contact by telephone with our Service Department. Only in this way can a post-free despatch for your goods be assured. The
warova och sedan med den fina hålskivan o) och blanda ihop massan med resten av ingredienserna. .
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